This book arrived on my desk at the very moment when I, together with two colleagues, was just about to start writing a text on the surgical pathology of the ovaries. I therefore rapidly perused this volume in order to detect those faults and deficiencies which would be corrected in my own proposed work: to my chagrin I failed to detect these and sadly laid down my pen or, to be more accurate, switched off my word processor. This is really a very good account of both the neoplastic and non-neoplastic pathology of the ovary which also includes an excellent summary of ovarian anatomy and histology. A considerable delving into the literature is attested to by stunning appendices listing all the inherited syndromes in which ovarian abnormalities have been noted and every paraendocrine syndrome which has been described in association with ovarian tumours.
The ovary is an oncological cornucopia and hence it is not surprising that the bulk of this book is devoted to an excellent account of the pathology of ovarian neoplasia. This is fully comprehensive and includes discussion of even the rarest of exotica and the most recently described entities. I have only one serious quibble and that is with the classing of epithelial tumours of borderline malignancy as 'tumours with atypical epithelial proliferation'. I can see no advantage in this form of terminology and from the reading of the text I do not get a clear idea as to the authors' philosophy of diagnosis or management of this group of neoplasms.
The book is lavishly, and for the most part well, illustrated though there is a moderately high proportion of photographic 'duds', for example, Figures 38.1, 29 .3, 27.14. There is a fairly full, though far from complete, list of references after each chapter: there are, however, very few which are dated later than 1987.
I have been using this book consistently for the past month or two and, when I have been faced with a rare or difficult ovarian tumour, it has not yet let me down. It will also not let down those who are seeking a full and contemporary account of the pathology of ovarian disease. The book includes reports on the transformation effects of: y-rays, X-rays, ox particles, neutrons, UVradiation, microwaves and chemical carcinogens. Other inducers of cell transformation, such as internalised restriction endonucleases and SV40 T antigen, are also discussed in terms of their ability to generate chromosome instability. The book is not overburdened with cytogenetic studies and several papers report on the involvement of oncogenes or retroviruses in neoplastic transformation. Studies on the interaction of radiation and other agents in the neoplastic process include the effects of carotenoids, ascorbic acid, asbestos and tumour promoters. The section on dose-effect relationships (eight papers) refers exclusively to rodent cell systems -an unfortunate situation given the thesis of the inaugural lecture and current interest in the practical considerations of radiation protection. It was also disappointing to find that only one paper approached the modulating effects of human genetic deficiencies in DNA repair capacity and that little consideration is given to methods for identifying high risk groups predisposed to developing cancer following exposure to ionizing radiation. The technical detail provided in the majority of papers is sufficient and the review papers serve as useful reminders of the general concepts being tested. The overall impression is that the proceedings and conclusions of the workshop will be of interest and accessible to student and research worker alike. The book provides an excellent overview in its broad sweep of the factors that affect radiation-induced transformation and how hallmarks of the processes involved can be measured in an increasing number of biologically relevant systems. P.J. Smith
